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Datacentre realities in the digital age
How well are you keeping up with escalating business demands?
A recent survey of 320 European organisations not surprisingly confirmed that most
critical business operations nowadays depend on IT, which creates pressure on the
datacentre. Against this background, the research also found that organisations
achieving superior performance in relation to IT delivery pay more attention to
investment in both core IT and the facilities infrastructure; a case of chicken or egg?

in association with

When looking at many of the challenges datacentres face, some IT forecasters position
‘cloud’ as a solution, with some even going so far as to say most, if not all, IT services
will ultimately be delivered in this way. Our survey paints a different picture, however.
While cloud is clearly seen as a useful option in many scenarios, a majority of
organisations, especially ‘Top Performers’, say that their own datacentres remain of
critical importance, and expect them to be so for the foreseeable future.

The survey shows, unmistakably, a large majority of organisations recognise that
business operations and success are intimately dependent on IT. It is equally well
acknowledged that keeping the datacentre functioning without interruption is
essential.

A large majority of
organisations
recognise that
business operations
and success rely on
IT.

How much would you agree or disagree with the following statements?
0%

20%

Most of our critical business processes
are now dependent on IT

40%

40%

80%

42%

The quality of IT service delivery
directly impacts business success

36%

Prevention of significant IT outages is now an
integral part of business risk management

35%

39%

The health and efficiency of our datacentre
directly impacts the quality of IT services

34%

40%

Agree

Maybe

100%

13%

42%

Strongly agree

Many IT systems are
in an almost
continuous state of
change. Stability is
rare.

60%

14%

18%

20%

Disagree

Strongly disagree

The critical dependency of business on information technology in turn creates
pressures across a wide range of areas of IT. Indeed, the increasing speed at which
various aspects of the business are forced to evolve means that many of the IT
systems that support them are in an almost continuous state of change. Stability is
rare.
Have developments in any of the following areas put significant pressure on IT?
0%

20%

Digitisation of core business processes
Greater emphasis on data protection
Evolving nature of security threats
Digital engagement with customers
Greater emphasis on service quality
New and changing regulations
Digital workplace transformation
Increase in the pace of business change
More applications considered critical
B2B automation (e.g. supply chain)

60%

80%

50%

13%

37%

10%

39%

41%

11%

41%

40%

17%

43%

40%

41%

38%

43%

38%

40%

38%

41%

33%

Pressure is building

100%

33%

47%

Yes
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40%

54%

41%

No

15%
17%
17%
19%
17%
23%

Unsure
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Dynamics translate
to a wide range of
challenges that
encompass almost
every facet of the
datacentre.
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These dynamics in turn translate into significant pressure on the datacentre, affecting
the core IT Infrastructure, energy management and facilities in general. The range of
challenges is wide, encompassing almost every facet of datacentre operations, from
improving energy efficiency to being able to maintain real time operational visibility of
facilities services. Within this, it is clear that many areas of energy supply and
management need to be addressed.
Have these pressures led to any of the following datacentre related challenges?
0%

20%

Managing the growth in transaction throughput
Managing the growth in data volumes and diversity
Keeping up with internal datacentre networking needs

Core IT
infrastructure

Managing power distribution within the datacentre
Assuring an adequate supply of power to the datacentre
Energy supply
Improving data centre PUE (Power Usage Effectiveness)
and management
Controlling the datacentre’s carbon footprint
Managing power-related charges and costs

35%
34%
32%
32%
26%

Assuring adequate and reliable external connectivity
Coping with increased cooling requirements
Finding the physical space to house equipment

35%
34%
31%

Other
facilities

Maintaining operational visibility in relation to core IT
Maintaining operational visibility in relation to facilities

Keeping track

40%

60%

47%
40%
35%

100%

13%
11%
20%

43%
42%
42%
48%
39%
48%

21%
23%
19%
26%
25%

47%
41%
43%

38%
34%

Yes, significantly

80%

40%
49%

16%
23%
26%

44%
45%

16%
19%

Becoming more of a challenge

No

Unsure

In the face of these pressures, survey respondents vary in terms of how well they are
performing in relation to various aspects of IT delivery. Based on averaging scores
across a range of key indicators, a group of Top Performers was identified.

Organisations vary in
terms of how well
they are performing
in relation to various
aspects of IT delivery.

How well does your datacentre environment enable
strong performance in the following areas?
0%

Uptime of key business systems
Uptime of secondary systems

20%

Responsiveness to change

18%

20%

48%

26%

46%

29%

39%

22%

Overall quality of service

20%

Overall value for money

18%

4=Very well

80%

45%

21%
18%

5=Optimally

60%

30%

Management of growth

Futureproofing the business

40%

36%

42%
51%

3=Acceptably

23%
26%

2=Not very well

4%
4%
6%

Top
Performers

7%

28%

48%

Average of scores
across all indicators

100%

1=Poorly

(30% of sample)

6%
4%

Others

5%

(70% of sample)

Unsure

Considering how this group answered other parts of the survey brought out some
interesting correlations. Unsurprisingly, Top Performers are more likely to have better
datacentre infrastructure and management capabilities.
How would you sum up the state of the following within your datacentre environment?
Others

Top Performers

Unsurprisingly, Top
Performers are more
likely to have better
datacentre
infrastructure and
management
capabilities.

0%

Infrastructure

Core IT
infrastructure

Facilities
infrastructure

Monitoring & management
Resilience DR measures

Infrastructure
Monitoring & management
Resilience DR measures
Strong/future-proof

20%

40%

60%

80%

64%
59%
46%

56%
53%
46%

Needs strengthening

100%

0%

20%

41%
46%
50%

60%

24%

22%

Generally falling short

100%

9%

59%
56%

26%
21%

80%

52%

31%

41%
48%

40%

39%

34%

11%
18%

60%

13%

67%

11%

57%

18%

Poor/no capability

Unsure

However, even amongst Top Performers significant numbers recognise they need to
strengthen many facets of the infrastructure. It is also interesting to note that the
facilities infrastructure in particular, which is often underappreciated, is considered by
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a larger proportion of respondents to be in need of attention, with some
acknowledging they are already falling short.

It is in the nature of
power and facilities
infrastructure that
systems are expected
to have long
lifetimes.

By way of explanation for this picture, it is in the nature of power and facilities
infrastructure that systems are expected to have long lifetimes. Just as important,
modernising and upgrading such systems can be challenging and generally associated
with very long project timescales.
This could, perhaps explain, why the survey found Top Performers are more likely to
have datacentre modernisation projects underway or in planning than their peers. As
in football, the key is to invest when you are winning.
Do you have projects or initiatives related to datacentre modernisation?

Top Performers

Others

When faced with
datacentre
challenges, 'cloud' is
often posited as a
potential solution,
but most say the
datacentre remains
critical to success.

While organisations
work towards finding
the right balance of
cloud and onpremise IT, keeping
the datacentre in
good shape remains
key.

43%

47%

32%

Yes, in progress

On the agenda

49%

Should be a priority, but isn't

No current need

Zooming back out to the bigger picture, when faced with datacentre challenges,
‘cloud’ is often posited as a potential solution. The idea is that if you shift applications
and services off onto someone else’s infrastructure, that’s a lot less for you to worry
about in terms of on-premise systems
The survey shows however, that while cloud services do have an important role to
play in many organisations, the datacentre is still regarded as essential to the majority,
and it is likely to be so for a long time to come.

Operating our own
datacentre(s) will
remain critical to the
business, despite the
advent of cloud

29%

72%
Strongly agree
or Agree

Strongly agree
Agree
Maybe
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Unsure

43%

As we look forward, hybrid IT is the name of the game, with cloud services used
alongside internal IT systems. Which application or service runs in the cloud and which
runs internally will vary on a case-by-case basis depending on business needs, existing
infrastructure capabilities, regulatory constraints, cost considerations, and a range of
other factors. The bottom line, however, is that while organisations work towards
finding the right balance, keeping the datacentre in good shape through the right kind
of investments will remain a key part of most IT strategies.
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About the research
The research referenced in this document was designed and executed by Freeform
Dynamics with sponsorship from Eaton. Input was gathered via an online survey of
320 datacentre professionals during September 2016.
Which of the following best describes your role?
Overall head of IT
Head of IT operations
Datacentre manager
Facilities manager
IT operations specialist
IT/datacentre architect
IT professional (other)

38%
26%

RESEARCH
SAMPLE

5%

Which of the following best describes your
organisation’s core business?

10%
10%
3%
7%

How many full-time employees work
for your organisation worldwide?
Over 1,000 employees

34%

250 to 1,000 employees

33%

Less than 250 employees

33%

Professional services
Banking & financial services
Transport and logistics
Retail sector
Public sector
Telecoms
Utilities
Other

19%
16%
13%
13%
13%
7%
7%

11%

Which country/region are you based in?
Approximately how many racks of equipment
are installed in your datacentre(s) overall?
500 or more
100 to 499
50 to 99

12%
11%
24%

20 to 49
5 to 19

Germany
United Kingdom
France
Belgium
Netherlands
Nordics

28%
27%
25%
8%
8%

4%

28%
24%

320 total respondents

Please note that the online methodology used tends to attract respondents who are
more knowledgeable and/or interested in the subject matter being investigated.
While every effort has been made to minimise this effect, the possibility of some
degree of bias in the sample must be acknowledged. However, such limitations have
been borne in mind when interpreting the research and are unlikely to have
significantly impacted the observations and conclusions outlined.
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About Freeform Dynamics
Freeform Dynamics is an IT industry analyst firm. Through our research and insights,
we aim to help busy IT and business professionals get up to speed on the latest
technology developments, and make better-informed investment decisions.
For more information, and access to our library of free research, please visit
www.freeformdynamics.com.

About Eaton
Eaton is a power management company with 2015 sales of $20.9 billion. Eaton
provides energy-efficient solutions that help our customers effectively manage
electrical, hydraulic and mechanical power more efficiently, safely and sustainably.
Eaton has approximately 95,000 employees and sells products to customers in more
than 175 countries. For more information, visit www.eaton.eu.
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